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Workshop Output Report
Date: November 2018

This report represents the collated output from the workshop sessions which took
place during the conference on Friday 7th September 2018 at
the Radisson Blu Edwardian, Manchester, United Kingdom.
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Foreword
Dr Mark McBride-Wright

As a white, able-bodied, cis-gendered male, I am relatively privileged in terms of opportunities afforded to
me. My diversity is hidden – I’m gay and come from a low socioeconomic background. Of course, I am a lot
more than this, and it’s the combination of who I am which makes me a good engineer. I set up
EqualEngineers to connect inclusive employers with diverse talent, which we achieve through our careers
fairs, networking gatherings and online careers events…but this event was inwardly-focussed.
I instigated this conference to bring together interested parties in creating a more meaningful approach to
diversity and inclusion across engineering and technology. I believe we can engineer the solutions
ourselves for culture change through proactive and authentic collaboration. I want EqualEngineers to be
that hub for you.
I built the panel discussion sessions and workshop topics around key themes I see come up time and time
again in my consulting work with organisations. How do we create a more inclusive workforce? How do we
garner more supporters, creating allies? What are the business benefits to all of this? What strategies work?
How can we make our networks more successful?
This report documents the outputs from the following three workshop themes:
•
•
•

Session 1: Exclusively inclusive: Engaging the majority to build effective allies as a force for
good
Session 2: Maintaining network group momentum: Establishing a brand within the business
Session 3: Culture: Linking diversity and inclusion to health, safety and wellbeing.

You will see the questions posed to the workshop group framing the context of the discussion, and following
from this the resulting output. The day was delivered carousel-style i.e. each session had one Facilitator
across the day, conference delegates were separated into groups of 16, and all groups were circulated
around each workshop and everyone contributed to all topics.
What follows is the outputs from the collective contribution to each theme. There was a real energy
generated across the day with a genuine desire to work more collaboratively and do more. One immediate
action was for EqualEngineers to create a LinkedIn Group for professionals to join, and to circulate our
Masculinity in Engineering research survey to participants which launched in October 2018.
Collaboration forms a key part of building and growing the EqualEngineers community, delivering services
and instigating initiatives and projects which lead to a fundamental shift in the way we approach culture
change programmes and challenge existing norms. Essentially, do things together which will actually work.
I hope you find the content in this report useful. The day would not have been possible without the kind
sponsorship from Siemens and the Institution of Engineering & Technology (the IET), as well as the active
participation from all delegates. If you would like to get involved with EqualEngineers and to find out more
about how you can join us, contact me on mark@equalengineers.com.
All the best,
Dr Mark McBride-Wright CEng MIChemE
Founder & Managing Director, EqualEngineers
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Workshop Session 1

Exclusively Inclusive

Engaging the Majority to Build Effective Allies
as a Force for Good.

Facilitator: Harriet Padina, Diversity & Inclusion Community Manager, Siemens
“Diversity” in engineering (usually) translates through to increasing gender diversity, with other
characteristics trailing behind (if even addressed at all), with some strategies adopting a
“characteristic-by-characteristic” approach.
However, we all need to find our voice as part of the diversity conversation. Diversity of thought
and experience. Once we find our voice, and understand our own diversity story, will we then be
more likely engage and become active listeners and supporters of the needs of other groups to
which we do not belong?
This workshop considered the current status in businesses, which methods work, as well as those
which do not, for including everyone creating a more inclusive workforce. Outputs have been
grouped into five distinct topics which arose across the sessions:
1) Is there a place for networks?
2) How to deal with different opinions?
3) Power
4) Is a business case needed for D&I?
5) How to engage ALL and not just those in underrepresented groups?
1) Is there a place for networks?
• Networks need to be inclusive. Is it OK that there is a young person’s network? Most others
allow everyone to join.
• LGBT and friends network.
• Name change - instead of “Women’s Network”, call it the “Gender diversity” network.
• Some organisations feel that the networks are best to grow organically with no set direction
from the business.
• Some organisations do not like networks as they feel exclusive.
• If you have so many networks, individuals might not get any work done.
• Instead of different networks, just have one “Inclusion Network”.
• Two purposes of the networks - for the individuals to have a safe place / social element of
belonging but also to inform the organisation.
• Networks can be widened beyond typical groups but around diversity of thought e.g. different
career paths or experiences. Parents / carers group, people impacted by cancer etc.
• Cross network forums - to enable networks to learn from each other and not keep within similar
way of thinking.
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2) How to deal with different opinions?
• Education and communication are key. For example, a man not wanting to shake a woman’s
hand (Muslim), it is difficult to understand if not from that background but it is the intention
behind it. You can work together to find a solution if you use education and communication.
• Disagree respectfully.
• Disagreements can be healthy as they lead to better thinking.
• Need to embrace different ways of working.
3) Power
• People feel threatened by the shift in power. This is often what lies behind the question “why
is there no men’s leadership programme?”. Understanding this can help us to understand their
point of view and we can then help them to understand posiitve action.
• Help people to understand what the purpose of the women’s leadership programme is all
about. Is it to give them a leg-up or is it about encouraging them to be the disruptors to the
system so that they can create the environment to get into leadership.
4) Business Case - is one needed for D&I?
• Speak the language of the business. Some people respond well to business context and
therefore it can have its place. But recognise that other people are convinced because it is the
“right thing to do”.
• Start with data. You can convince people with data. For example, when you have someone
not understanding why we are championing LGBT+, you can use data around mental health,
number of LGBT+ in society etc. to explain why it is important that some communities need
championing to raise awareness of barriers they face.
• Help to show the win-win “we cannot afford to be exclusive because we are missing out on a
large section of society with the skills we need”.
• Be wary of setting targets which look like you are engaging in positive discrimination.
• Focus targets around outputs and not inputs.
• Baseline - get a baseline survey of how people feel. This gives you somewhere to start
working from.
5) How to engage ALL and not just those in underrepresented groups?
• Aim is not to think in boxes - people are not in their box, they are more than the group they
represent.
• Language is important – inclusion.
• Help people find their diversity story. EVEYERONE has a diversity story, either themselves or
a friend or colleague or relative. Once people understand their diversity story, relating to any
adversity they have faced, then they are more likely to support D&I work.
• Create conversation around inclusion and not groups.
• Reverse mentoring (where someone from the group mentors a leader) is useful but it must
come from the leader. Example: a leader spent a day in a wheelchair; a young talent is
invited to join board; a business who give certain decisions to a deliberately chosen diverse
group rather than the leadership team (shadow board); LGBT+ or religious mentoring
• Games-makers / opportunity-makers - people can volunteer for tasks or projects so that we do
not always go to the same team of trusted colleagues to implement something - widen the net.
• Leadership advocacy - either through supporting groups, speaking up, reinforcing the D&I
message in all.
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Workshop Session 2:

Maintaining network group momentum
Establishing a brand within the business
Facilitator: Alastair Mills, Business Development & Sales Manager, Siemens
This workshop explored how to start, set-up and maintain effective network groups which engage
everyone in the business. We discussed how to overcome barriers, and ensure a successful
growth path for networks.
Key aspects to consider in maintaining momentum in your network
Remember the tree!!
• The strategic themes are the main branches of the tree, holding the
canopy up.
• The trunk of the tree is the core theme of your network.
• The canopy, the leaves, the fruits on the tree – this is how people see
your group, its work, its events, its communication campaigns.
• Resources & budget are the bedrock, the minerals & water that the
roots soak up from the group allowing the tree to grow.
• External stimuli (rain, sun) these are your sponsors, your external
organisations & networks that allow the network to grow & flourish.
• The risks & threats to the tree are what will hamper the positive actions
of your network.
• The brand is the whole tree, it’s what you stand for, what people think
when they see your network and the emotive reaction that it yields in
your employees.
External Stimulus
• Utilise third party groups, networks & organisations to provide external support/collaboration
potential.
• Third party organisations can be utilised to set initial strategies and / or support planning and
conception activities.
• Utilise third parties to support development of senior management buy-in via training / selective
& personalised knowledge to gain opportunities.
• Third parties selected & deployed to act as support functions to the employee network.
• Linking of networks between customers / suppliers can be a powerful mechanism to pull in
senior management into the mix and encourage wider diversity of opinion by involving the
value chain of the business.
• Utilise external benchmarking to set context for managers, allowing them to visibly see what
best practice looks like in other leading-businesses / competitors / customers.
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Resourcing & Budgeting
• Inclusion of individual targets on yearly reviews to support employee engagement.
• Allowance of specific time / salary to support “senior champions” to reward / encourage.
• Focus on establishing ‘employee networks’ over ‘employee resource groups’ in the first
instance.
• Use of local networks as opposed to a single large cross-country organisation allow
individuality for the basis of growth (unique & personalised message to local employees).
• Ensure HR & Communications staff are offered learning / training opportunities so they can
provide support for what maybe a new topic against their current expertise (support, don’t
knock them).
• Don’t forget about the remote workers - not everyone sits in an office.
• Sponsorship needs to be visible, consistent & authentic.
Values
• Values for the network should be tied to the business values (e.g. transparency, collaborative
etc.).
• Quantify how the network adds value to the business through its engagement.
• Wrap a diversity initiative into the existing Corporate Social Responsibility programs.
• Linking of diversity & inclusion into Health, Safety & Wellbeing should be explored given there
are significant cross-overs.
Using a Brand
• Tie network strategy themes against the main strategy themes of the business.
• Clear understanding of how diversity networks support the overall business strategy & aims.
• Everyone has a diversity story; focus on the individual employee & not the groups itself.
• Celebration of success stories, ally support & role-models – tie to current celebration
mechanisms e.g. national days.
• Visible signs tied in with corporate branding help to create discussion & define a culture within
an organisation, office, area of an office or on site.
• Build simple communication campaigns to allow for continuity between diversity groups &
aligned to standard business initiatives.
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Workshop Session 3:

Culture
Linking diversity and inclusion to
health, safety and wellbeing.

Facilitator: Joscelyne Shaw, Executive Director, Mates in Mind
This workshop considered the possibility of providing a linkage between health and safety (H&S)
programmes and diversity and inclusion, within industry and wider partners.
It was a useful session because it highlighted just how much we actually need to do. The workshop
showed that there is a growing recognition that D&I is not just an ‘HR’ issue, but a business issue.
How this is communicated and supported is what we all are still looking to understand and find
ways to support, but H&S is one potential business element that can help make sense of it.
Q1. Setting the context: What worked well getting equality, diversity and inclusion (ED&I)
onto the business agenda? Where are we now? And in that respect, what is working, and
what more can be done (for example in linking it with mental health)?
(a) External factors (recognised by all groups, in no particular order):
• Regulatory pressure – but importantly, where it was supported with constructive engagement, it
was recognised as an opportunity to influence positive change. It is not just about reviewing the
systems or processes, solutions should focus and involve the people they affect.
• Executive led – with experience of having led elsewhere.
• External recognition (reputational pressure) particularly with recruitment pressures;
organisations are increasingly wanting to be seen as a ‘family’; also recognition of individuals
bringing a network of opportunities and talent.
• Procurement pressure – evidence that some requirements now being seen in Pre-Qualification
Questions (PQQs) where there is expectation that the organisation can reflect targets are in
place, are rated or audited against a standard.
• New employees / younger people are demanding more engaged organisations – therefore
businesses have to move forward if going to recruit the brightest and the best.
(b) Internal factors (recognised by all groups, in no particular order):
• HR led initiatives that can have various drivers:
• Often through surveys, which provide a baseline on which to build, but may be more
general; enables staff to share insight; can lead to training needs being identified.
• As part of a review of current state of wellbeing in the organisation, particularly in respect to
determining sickness absence.
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•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Presenteeism – understanding the issue within the business and for the individual that is
bringing their ‘whole self to work’; consider what metrics are recorded and link to (comparative) costs to business; review existing policies, e.g. harassment, bullying, because this
can help to influence thinking.
• Start with particular ‘issues’ e.g. women’s groups – allows people to engage and network
across the business; needs to have Exec sponsor/support, but must been led by staff in
the business.
Right thing to do for their people – though also with some knowledge of what that return on
investment is for the business.
Costing on staffing values often in terms of turnover and productivity; may not explicitly capture the cost of presenteeism; question raised as to whether mental health costs should be
compared to the cost of safety-related accidents.
Innovation – looking at the risk in terms of quality.
Important to have clear, simple messages (e.g. like zero harm) and messaged as part of the
health and safety strategy means that it can be accessible to all / across all roles within the
business.
Businesses need to recognise that they have to equip their people with the right tools for the
right job, such as they do for physical exposure with Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and
women in work; in order for employees to maintain their wellbeing and physical health (i.e. flip
it on its head).
Need to be less confrontational, and see this as an opportunity to engage with employees.

Q2. What challenges are still faced in making policies ‘real’ within an organisation?
Some of the key issues identified in no particular order:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Scale and spread of workforce – particularly field-based staff.
Intergenerational issues: language, communications style.
Finding the “right” starting point:
• Focus on a quick win to gain the positive, then look for a longer-term objective, recognising
that such change takes time.
• Being realistic about success, and that it can be measured in little steps.
Taking the time to get the message “heard”.
Never the layer of the organisation you are in.
Win an award then ‘slips off the priority list’.
Platform can also be too big – people then do not feel comfortable to open up.
Subconscious influences are still in place.
Need the right person at the right moment to be brave.
Still question as to what extent does this have a bearing on retention.
How to get the buy-in – how to make it important enough.
Remember to support your change-agents or they can drop away.
Not just about tone / message – also need to look at how processes can support the change.
Squeezed middle:
• Cannot show that they are emotional;
• Recognise the tension between hierarchy and ‘engaged’ organisation;
• ‘Permafrost’ senior middle management – whose job is it to deliver?
• Looking at reward to deliver business rather than change.
Cannot discuss ‘in work’, needs to be at the pub.
Recognise cultural communication – there are different styles and meaning; personal and
open, but how is this a reflection of respect?
Concerns about finding the buy-in; risk of not getting the majority on board.
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Q3. What are the next steps? What is possible?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not give up.
Each one ask “how are you?” and generally mean it.
Pick priorities – not all at once.
Value expressed in right business to bring the ‘whole’ person to work.
Look to work with informal / formal networks to facilitate.
Value the support you do get; organic growth; little and often.
Take out of HR-only – but with more maturity, can create a ‘coordinator’ role on ED&I.
Repeat data collection to build evidence-base.
Senior leadership and accountability through legitimacy of a structured forum; walking the walk.
Find champions / key individuals with parts of the organisation to capture issues:
• Drive awareness through smaller groups engaging.
• Get champions to work collaboratively.
Make the message broad in respect of ED&I, and not just about single issues:
• Nudge / pre-empt – lots of small changes.
• Look to use H&S as the process / structure, not just another HR issue.
Match “animals in the ark”, but important to have others to show the change. However, they
need to pass the ‘sniff test’ which involves ensuring that they really are sponsors for the right
reasons.
Recognise that the culture in larger organisations is different compared to
small-medium-enterprises.
Share good practice.
Recognise change makers.

Email: info@equalengineers.com
to pre-register for the
Equality in Engineering Summit 2019
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About EqualEngineers

Our mission is to create inclusive engineering and technology organisations by increasing the
diversity of the workforce and improving stakeholder health and wellbeing.
We achieve this through our following services:
•
•
•
•
•

Training
Consultancy
Events
Media
Recruitment

We work with strategic partners on collaborative initiatives to amplify the work of our clients and
projects to challenge stereotypes on what it means to be an engineer, and to instigate real and
authentic cultural change programmes across our industry.
VISION
Our vision reminds us of what we aspire to be as a company and what we should be striving for
each day:
Our vision is to become the provider of choice of talent sourcing, event and training delivery and
consulting services on inclusion by consistently delivering successful and innovative projects, interventions and services in the engineering and technology industries.
VALUES
Our values are the essential and enduring principles that define us as a company:
•
•
•
•
•

A shared recognition with our stakeholders that equality, diversity and inclusion are essential to
effective individual and organisational performance
A deep belief that inclusivity intersects with safety, health and wellbeing and that this is a critical
key messaging factor for engineering and technology
An open relationship with our stakeholders based on mutual trust, respect and success
Transparency, accountability and discipline in our service delivery
Excellent customer service

Contact info@equalengineers.com for more information on the work we do, and how we can help
your organisation.
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EqualEngineers
www.equalengineers.com
@EqualEngineers

Registered in England and Wales company number: 10850716
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